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Abstract. Subgroups of a directed distributive multilattice group G are characterized which 
are direct factors of G. The main result is formulated in Theorem 1.1. 
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Let P = (JP; g ) be a partially ordered set (p. o. set). A subset A cz P is said 
to be convex if a9b e A9 ce P and a ^ c ^ b imply ce A. A is connected if for 
each a9b e A there is a sequence a = x09 xi9..., xn — b9 x{ e A9 such that xt 
and xi+1 are comparable for each i e {0, 1,... , n — 1}. 
Given a9beP9 denote (d\ = {x e P: x ^ a}9[a) = {xeP: a £ x}9l(a9 b) = 
= (a] n (fe] and u(a9 b) = [a) n\b). P is called directed if for any a9beP the 
sets l(a9 b) and u(a9 b) are not empty. Call P a multilattice [2] if for any a9b9ce P 
such that c e u(a9 b)9 the set u(a9 b) n (c] has a minimal element, and dually for 
c e l(a9 b). Denote by a v b the set of all minimal elements of u(a9 b). If ce u(a9 b)9 
(av b)c will denote the set (aw b) n (c\. a A b and (a A b)c have dual meanings. 
A multilattice P is said to be distributive [2] if for each a9 b9ceP the relations 
(av b) n (av c) # 0, (aA b) n (aA C) ^ 0 together imply b = c. 
A partially ordered group [3] (p. o. group) G = (G; + , ^ ) is said to be a multi-
lattice group if the p. o. set (G; ^ ) is a multilattice. G is called distributive if the 
multilattice (G; ^ ) is. 
Let G be a p. o. group. We say that a subset C of G forms a direct factor of G 
whenever a direct product decomposition/: G ^ A x B exists such that/"* *({ (a, 0)i 
a e A}) = C. The main result of the present note is the following. 
1.1. Theorem. Let G be a directed distributive multilattice group. A subset C cz G 
forms a direct factor of G iff it satisfies the following conditions. ' , • 
(1) (C; + ) is a subgroup of(G\ +)r 
(2) C is convex and connected in (G; g ) . 
(3) For each aeG* the set C n [0, d\ has a greatest element. 
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2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Before to prove Theorem 1.1 some auxiliary results will be presented. 
2.1. .Let P. be a p. o. set with the least element 0 and let/: P ^ A x B b e a direct, 
{cardinal) product decomposition of P. It can be easily checked that the sets C = 
= /~1({(a> 0): a e A}) and D = / " *({((), b): b e B}) have the following properties. 
(i) C and D are convex subsets of P. 
(ii) CnD = {0}. 
(iii) For any aeC and be D, sup {a, b} exists in P. 
(iv) For any cePthere are aeC and beD such that c = sup {a, b}. 
(v) If a,a'eC and b,V e D then a! ^ sup {a, b} implies a' ^ a and V ^ 
<£ sup {a, b\ implies b' S b. 
Conversely, if C and D are subsets of P with the properties (i) — (v) then c *-• (a, 6), 
where aeC, beD and sup {a, b} = c, is an isomorphism P £ (C; ^ )x (D; ^ ) . 
In such a case we write P = C . D ("inner direct product"). (In [4] an analogous 
characterization of such products is given.) 
2.2. The following theorems will be used in what follows. 
A [5; 3.4.1]. There is a bijective correspondence between direct product decom-
positions of a quasi-ordered set P into two factors and pairs of equivalence relations 
0i9 02 on P, satisfying the conditions 
(i) ©t n &2 =?= idP, 
(ii) <9xv 02 = PxP , 
(iii) 0t and 0t are permutable, 
(iv) if a £ b, a0{a!, b0tb\ a'0jb
f for i ^ j then a! ^ b'. 
The correspondence is as follows. Given a direct product decomposition f: P £ 
£ A1xA2 then a0fi iff %if{d) = ^f(b\ where 7C| is the projection. At xA2 -• At 
X*-= 1»2). G/trcH a /?*«> (© t , <92) /tort a *+([a] 0i9 [a] 02) is an isomorphism 
p - ^ p / g ^ x P / © ^ • 
Note that [a]0i £ [6] 6>f in F/0t means that x ^ y for sojne xe[a]0i and 
J9 [4; Th. 2]. Let G be a directed p. o. group and let (G+; g ) — (C; ^ ) . (£>; <;). 
Then there is a direct product decomposition G £ AxB, where A and B are 
p. o. subgroups of G and A* = C, JB+ == D. 
(We use the notations: G+ = {a e G: 0 ^ a}, G~ = {a e G: a ^ 0}. 
2.3. Theorem 2.2.A remains true when (iv) wr replaced by the following two con-
ditions. ~ 
(v) a0tbf b0jc> i # j and a £ c imply a £b ^ c. 
(vi) Ifa£b9 i\e.{I, 2} awf a©,**' /fcew fe' exw/j swcft /to/ b0tb' and a' g fc'. 
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Proof. Suppose 0t and 02 satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), (v), (vi), and let the supposition 
of (iv) be fulfilled. According to (vi), bx exists such that a! g bt and bOfii. 
Using (v) we get a! ^ V ^ bt. Conversely, if (i) — (iv) hold then there is a direct 
product decomposition P £ At xA2 whence (v) and (vi) can be easily checked. 
2.4. In a distributive multilattice the relations ueaA b9 veav b, b g> rf <* t; 
and he (a A d\ imply dehv b. 
The proof is easy. 
2.5. Let (M; ^) be a directed multilattice and suppose B is a non-empty convex 
<md connected subset of M satisfying the condition 
(*)for each aeB and be M with a g b the set B n [a, b] has a greatest element, 
and the condition dual to (*). 
We shall successively prove: 
a) B n (a v b) ^ 0 and B n (a A b) ^ 0 for any a9b e B. 
h) av b <=. B and aA b a B whenever a, 6 6.5. 
c) For each aeM the set J5 n (a] has a greatest element whenever it is not 
empty. For B n [a) the dual assertion holds. 
Proof, a) We prove the assertion for av b. Given a9 b eB9 there is a sequence 
(**)• a = a09al9... ,an^b 
of elements of B such that a{ and a i+1 are comparable for each i < n. The assertion 
is trivial if n = 1. Suppose the assertion true for sequences of the length n — 1 
and consider the sequence (**). Then there exists seB n (av tf„-.i). If b = an ^ 
^ #„_! then (av fc)s c [ft, s] cz 5. In the case an-x < an take tesv an. If m = 
= max 5 n [#„-!, f] then a^s^m, b^m hence (av fe)m c J?. 
b) By -a) there exists ueB n (aA 6). Let veav b and m = maxB n [u, i?j. 
Then a ^ m ^ v9 b <> m hence v = m, so that i?ei?. Using duality we get 
aA b cz B. 
c) Let 5 n ( f l ] ^ 8 and ueB n (a]. Then there exists max 2? n [u9 a] = m. 
If 6 is an arbitrary element of B n ( a ] then «v i c 5 by b). Take se(uv b)a, 
Then M ^ ^ a ^ e B hence ^ ^ m, so that b £ m. 
2.6. Z>f a, b, tbe elements of a multilattice group and t e l(a9 b)(teaA b). Then 
a — t + b and b — t + a belong to u(a9 b) (a v b9 respectively). 
The p r o o f is straightforward. 
2.7. In this paragraph G denotes a directed multilattice group and C a subset 
of G with the properties (1), (2), (3) in Theorem 1.1. 
Denote A = C n G+. We are going to show that ^ forms a direct factor of 
(G+; ^ ) whenever the multilattice (G; g ) is distributive. 
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2.7.1. If aeC, beG and a g b then the set C n [a, fc] has a greatest element* 
Proof. 0 ^ b — a hence there exists max C n [0, b — d\ = m. Then m + a is 
the greatest element in C n [a, 4 
2.7.2. Obviously C has also properties dual to (3) and to that proved in 2.7.L 
Using 2.5 we get that for any a e G the set C n (a\ has a greatest element whenever 
it is not empty. We adopt the notation ac for max C n (a]. Obviously ac = a iff 
aeC9 and a ^ b implies ac ^ bc (bc exists whenever ac does). The element ac 
is defined for all aeG+ hence we get a surjective mapping at+ac from G
+ onto ̂ 4. 
In what follows whenever the symbol xc (x e G) is used we suppose C n (*] ^ & 
without mention it. 
2.7.3. IfaeCandbeG* then (a + b)c = a + bc and (b + a)c'= bc + a. 
Proof, a + bc e C n (a + ib] hence a + fec ^ (a + fc)c and bc g — a + 
+ fa + ib)c. On the other hand (a + b)c ^ a + b hence —a + (a + b)c ^ bso 
that - a + (a + b)c g bc. It follows - a + (a + fc)c = &c- The proof of the 
second equality is similar. 
2.7.4. (a — ac)c = 0/or eac/i ae G
+. 
Proof. Using 2.7.3. to a = (« - ac) + ac we get ac = (A - ac)c + ac. 
2.7.5. 2>/ aeG+, ac exist and a g w. Then ac e #A WC. 
Proof. Obviously ac ^ a and ac ^ wc. If <zc ^ rf ^ a and d ^uc then rfe C 
(C is convex) hence d ^ ac so that d — ac. 
2.7.6. We shall use the following equivalence relations on G+. 
a6>fe iff ac = fcc, 0$& iff fl-teC. 
It can be easily checked that the blocks [a] 0 and [a] $ (aeG+) are convex. 
2.7.7. Let a, a\ beG+, a £b and a0a'(a&a'). Then V e G+ eiitfj Jt/cft //uzf 
d g 6' aw/ b0b\b$V). 
Proof. If d©a' take fc' = a' - a'c + bc. Obviously a' g fc\ Using 2.7.3. and 
2.7.4. we get b'c = ^' - a'c)c + bc^bc.H a$d then h' = a' - a + b will do. 
2.7.8. 0 n <i> = idG+ . 
Proof Let a0 n $fc. Then a - b =* *> e C and ac = frc. The element - e + #c 
belongs to C and -e + ac <£ - e + a = ft. Since ftc is the greatest element of 
C n (ft]* r-*.+ ac g ftc, hence ac <; £? + bc g * + ft = a. But e + bceC hence 
#c =r e + ftc so that e =? 0 and a *=* ft. . . . ' . . 
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2.7.9. Let a,b,ueG+, uel(a,b) and a$b. Then v e G+ exists such that u ^ 
^ v e l(a, b) and a$v. 
Proof. First let u = 0. From a<Pb we get a - b = e e C,e g a, hence e ^ ac ^ 
^ a, a = e + b ^ 0 c + &, 0 ^ — ac + a ^ fc. Hence — ac + a is the desired 
element t;. 
Now let u be an arbitrary element of G+ with w 6 /(a, fc). Then 0 e l(a — i/, 6 — u) 
and (a — w) $(b — w). Hence weff+ exists such that wel(a — «, b — u) and 
(a — w) #H>. Then u ^ w + ue /(a, &) and a#(H> + u). 
2.7.10. Let a , i e G + , a$b and v e w(a, 6). 77J£H t/ ex/sto jtfcft that v *z v' e u(a9 b) 
and a<Pv'. 
Proof. a<Pb implies a - b e C. Let v' e (a V 6)F. Then v' - 6 e (a - fe) V0 s C 
•(by 2.5). Hence t/3>6. It implies (together with b<Pa) a<Pv\ 
2.7.11. 0 . $ = £ . 0 . 
Proof, It suffices to show & .$ £ $ .&'. Suppose a0t$b (a,b, teG+). Then 
^c = *c and b — t = deC. Using 2.7.3 we get fcc = rf + tc. Since </ <; d+ a, 
{d + d)c exists and (d + a)c = d + ac = bc hence (d + a) 0b. But (rf + a) <Pa 
hence tf$. Ob. 
2.7.12. 0 v $ = G + xG + . 
Proof. a0ac$bc0b. 
2.7.13. In the following propositions 2.7,13.1.--2.7.13.5. we suppose that G is 
distributive. 
2.7.13.1. If a, be G+, ac =* 6C a/**/ ueav b then uc ==* ac. 
Proof. According to 2.7.5 aceaA uc and acebA uc. Choose de(fev «c)u, 
ve(aA b)acy ge(vv uc)d and ee(aA d)v. By 2.4, deev.b and, obviously, tre 
ebA e. According to the assertion dual to 2.4, veg A b.-We get t/e(fcv e)-n 
n (6 v g) and t; e (6 A e) n (b A g) hence e = g because of the distributivity. Then 
uc % e which together with e ^ a gives uc g a, hence uc ^ ac. But a g w implies 
ac § #c s o that uc = ac. 
2.7.13.2. Lef a,i?,ceG+ a/irf a ^ b. Then both a0c$b and a$c0b imply a <; 
g c £ b. 
Proof, a) Let a0c$b. Using the directedness of G and 2.7.10 we get that v e 
€ u(b9 c) exists such that b$v$c. Let u e (ay c)0. By 2.7.13.1 U0c hence t*0 n <£c 
(the blocks of $ are convex), so that u = c and a ^ £. Using 2.7.9. we get that 
del(b9 c) exists such that a ^ J and c$d. Then c0 r\ $d hence c =s rf, so that 
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b) Suppose now a&c0b. Let uebv c. Then uQc by 2.7.13.1.. Using 2.7.10 we 
get an element v e u(a9 c) such that v ^ u and v<Pc9 hence vG n 4>c and v = c, 
so that a ^ c. Take te(bA c)a. Then c4>/ i.e. c - / e C , According to 2.6. the 
element c — t + b = J belongs to i v c. Moreover s — be C hence s$b. Using 
2.7.13.1 we get s0b so that j = b, hence c g b. 
2.7.13.3. a+->(|V]0, [fl]*) fr an isomorphism (G+; ^ ) s (G+; ^)/<9 x 
x(G+;£)/<*>. 
Proof. From 2.7.8, 2.7.11, 2.7.12, 2.7.13.2 and 2.7.7 we infer that the 
equivalence relations O, $ satisfy the conditions of the proposition 2.3. 
2.7.13.4. (G+; S) = (A; ^ ) . (B; ^ ) where ^ = C n 6 + = [ 0 ] $ and B = 
- [0] 0 . 
Proof. Let / : a •->([«] 6>, [fl] #) be the isomorphism in 2.7.13.3. Using the 
considerations in 2.1. we get that (G+; <;) = (E; ^ ) . ( D ; g ) where E = 
=/"H{([*3 ©> [0] 0): x e G+}) and D ^ /^ ({ ( [O] ©, |>] *): y e G+}). But a e 
e E iff [a] # = [0] 4> so that E = A. Analogously, D = B. 
2.7.13.5. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let C satisfy (1), (2), (3). According to 2.7.13.4 
(G+; ^ ) = (A; £).(B; g) . By 2.2.5 there is a direct product decomposition 
of the multilattice group G, 
G s K x L , 
where K and h are p.o. subgroups of G and K+ =A* L* = 2?. Obviously K is 
a convex multilattice subgroup of G, It follows i£+ = C+ and from this we infer 
that K~ = C~. Now let a e C. By 2.5, a v 0 c C+ and A A O C C", hence 0 v 0 c 
c JRT
+ and A A O C Jf ~, too. It follows that aeK, thus C c K.By the same reason-
ing we get K cz C. This proves that C forms a direct factor of G. 
Conversely, if C forms a direct factor of G, i.e. G ~ C 4 D for some D, then 
obviously C has the properties (1), (2) and (3) stated in Theorem 1.1. (If in the 
above isomorphism a *-*(*,» and C n (a] 7* 0 then ac H- (JC, 0).) 
2.7.14. Example. The following' example of a multilattice group, occurring 
in [ l ] , shows that in Theorem 1.1 the condition of distributivity cannot be 
omitted. Let G = ZxZxZ where Z is the additive group of integers with the 
natural order* and let H = {(a, b9c)eZxZxZ: a + b + c even}. 
Define in if the operation + and the order relation ^ componentwise. Then 
(Hi +> S) is a non-distributive multilattice group. The subset C = {(a, 0,0): 
a even} of J? has the properties (1), (?), (3) in Theorem 1.1 but it does not form 
•a-direct-factor of.if. For suppose H = C . D. Then any element xeH can be 
uniquely represented in the form x = e + d9 ceC9 deD. Then (1,1,0) ** 
— (£1,0,0) + (1 - a, 1,0)9 a even, 0.^-0,0 ^ 1 - ahencea = 0and(l , l ,0)e iX 
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Similarly we get that (1,0,1) and (0,1,1) belong to D. Then (1,0, - 1 ) = 
= (1 ,1 ,0 ) - (0 ,1 ,1 )6 A (2,0,0) = (1 ,0 , -1) + (1,0,1)6 A but (2,0,0) e C -
a contradiction. 
Added in Proof: Recently J. Lihova generalized the main result of this paper 
without the assumption of distributivity. 
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